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Hand Streambar | 4K/HD/HDR... While companies like Samsung, LG and Sony are hard at work, improving the sound quality of built-in speakers you find on 4K TVs, and large, most TVs don't sound that good. Although Roku can't do anything to change the way these built-in speakers sound, it can create a two-in-one device that delivers better audio quality and 4K/HDR
streaming. This is a prerequisite for the new Roku Streambar. By combining 4K streaming, clear dialogue, audio alignment for ads, and the ability to stream music to Spotify Connect or your phone via Bluetooth, and more, Roku Stream tries to be an acceptable upgrade for your TV speakers. So does it deliver? Well, mostly. The sound quality on offer here was a huge upgrade to
our TV's built-in speakers and while we felt a lack of solid bass response that can be prevented by connecting Streambar's hand's subwoofer and rear speaker kits, all of which are connected wirelessly. This increases the total cost, but if you want a piecemeal solution that sounds pretty right right out of the box, Streambar does it.  Roku Streambar was announced along with the
new Roku Ultra in September 2020, with its release date set soon after. The cost of Streambar is only $130/£130, which makes it just a little more expensive than Roku Ultra and its competitor, Amazon Fire TV Cube. As mentioned above, it is possible to add additional components to the Roku Streambar in the form of Roku Subwoofer and Roku Wireless Speakers, but they come
at an additional cost of $179.99 and $149.99 (about £140/£115 or AU$250/AU$200), respectively. (Image credit: Roku) Design and featuresJa Streambar sounds partially familiar, you probably remember roku Smart Soundbar, introduced in 2019, it's about 32 inches long. The new Streambar is a more compact version, measuring 2.4 x 14.0 x 4.2 inches (H x W x D) and weighing
2.4 pounds. It has a black fabric on the front and sides; rubber top (without buttons) and a black Hand logo on the front. There is a small LED indicator in the middle of the front at the top so you know the unit is actually, but it is completely inconspicuous and does not lure the eye into a dark room.  The back has an input to connect the power adapter, HDMI 2.0 port with support for
ARC (audio return channel), HDR10 and HGL high dynamic range information to go through (but not Dolby Vision or Dolby Atmos), optical audio input, reset button, and USB 2.0 port that can be used to access video or music files stored on a USB drive. If your house is wired and you want an Ethernet connection the USB port can be used with an adapter. There are also two
threaded mounting holes, if you want to hang the speakerphone. The 2.0 Streambar includes four 1.9-inch drivers, two of which face forward, while the other two are angled left and right Side. Drivers are slightly smaller than the Roku Smart Soundbar (2.5 inches each).  However, the speaker still projects an impressive large sound in the area, given the space used to test the
Streambar had no walls on either side, which would help reflect an even better sound. The low frequency was weak, especially at the time of the highest volume. Hand Streambar comes with a voice remote control that can adjust the sounds for increased volume, speech clarity, lower loud advertising and optimization for night listening. If you're using HDMI ARC input, you can also
adjust the TV volume on the remote control, and turn it on or off. The four buttons at the bottom of the remote (Netflix, Disney+, Hulu and Sling) cannot be reprograded. (Image credit: Roku) There are three volume buttons on the right side of the remote control: up, down, and mute. Not all Roku remote controls have a mute button. The dumb button location is suitable for creating a
left-handed person who usually holds a remote right hand constantly in a muting TV because of the way it leans into the hand. New 2020, Roku's updated OS 9.4 offers a use a free mobile app that allows you to control your player using it as a second remote that can search with either voice or keyboard. In the absence of headphone input to the condition of the remote mobile app
can also allow private listening with the connected headset as well as streaming free TV on roku channel. This new OS will be rolling out all streaming devices and Roku TV soon. Streambar also works with Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant. Apple's AirPlay2 and HomeKit (including Siri) will be coming later this year. This makes Roku the first streaming player to support all
three major voice ecosystems. (Image credit: Roku) PerformanceFor our testing, we connected roku streambar to Samsung 55-inch UN55NU800D TV with ARC and were largely impressed with what we heard: Raiders of the Lost Ark on Netflix, for example, had great clarity during scenes in the jungle and complex battle sequences, and we quite enjoyed the harmony oh brother
where are you? on Amazon Prime – although they lacked the lows one would expect from larger speakers or subwoofer. Watching the Dunkirk 4K using the LG UBKC90 Ultra HD Blu-ray Disc player, we found the voices and sounds of the battle were sharp with many mids and highs, but again the bass was missing so it could have been more oomph.  The music of Clapton's
Pretending was streamed. The vocals were clear, and the lead guitar was crisp and puny, but the drums and bass had no clarity.  Lady Gaga's vocals on ScheiBe were initially very schiful, but became a mess when pounding bass kicked in the base to increase the setting didn't help here.  Lady Gaga and Tony Bennett's Cheek on cheek was better for lower tones than rock and
roll and overall the sound was very adding Roku Wireless Subwoofer and re-viewing and listening to all the above movies and music, we found that the bass lines were much improved and the separation was very satisfying and essential. We then added left/right HandMade TV Wireless Speakers ($200) as rear speakers making it a 4.1 surround system. The audio was most
impressive with 4K Blu-ray and TV, but didn't quite satisfy when streaming music. The separation of instruments was endless and did not make room for experience. Movies and TV seem to have a much broader experience of wrapping sound around the room. The 2.1 system was our preference for music.  Streambar itself performs because of what it offers and the quality it
provides without additional speakers. Surround sound was nice, but it makes this system expensive and unnecessary because better systems with more control are available at $500 cost, adding all these speakers. A subwoofer would be a perk that can be added at another time. Where do you buy Roku Streambar? (Image credit: Roku) Buy if... You need both a soundbar and a
streaming device If you need both AV accessories, Roku Streambar is a lot. You want a cheap, expandable audio setup One of the biggest bonuses for Streambar is that you can extend it from stereo to two-channel system to 4.1-surround system by simply adding additional components over time. Do not buy if ... You want the best Roku device The new Roku Ultra is by far a
better streaming player if you're just considering the visual quality and set of features. It offers Dolby Vision and Atmos support, and the remote has both an audio jack for private listening as well as programmable buttons. Looking forward to the cinema-like sound experience of its size, Roku Streambar offers full, clear sound. But its anemic bass response due to the lack of a
separate subwoofer means that you won't experience a rumble of explosion action movies or hear drums kick in your favorite music. Looking for a beefier bass answer? Don't miss our guide to the best soundbars By Jeff Grundy High Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) has gained popularity in recent years and quickly replaces the RCA interface for audio and video signals
electronic components. Many newest video output devices no longer have RCA connectors and can't connect to older TVs or displays without an adapter. Fortunately, using the adapter to connect an older display or TV to a new video output device only takes a few minutes and doesn't require special skills or tools. Switch off the TV and video device. Connect the RCA end of the
adapter cable to the set of RCA connectors available on the TV. Connect the red, white, and yellow connectors to the TV's port locations. Insert the hdmi connector end of the adapter cable into the video output port Operates the TV and video device. Use the TV remote control to change the input option for the video source to the new device. Start the new video device. Hand
streaming devices are definitely the main components of the wired cutting lifestyle. Roku offers a wide range of content availability with your inexpensive hardware, making it a fantastic opportunity to upgrade every TV in your home. In addition to providing access to gobs for high-definition video, the interface is very simple to use and the installation process is minimal. However,
the usefulness of the hardware is not limited to the content of the public channels available in the handwritten channel store. In addition to a slightly hidden batch of private channels that can be installed on the device, video content can be streamed manually from your laptop or computer over a wireless network. You can stream music and photos from your mobile device with the
free Roku app, which also supports screen mirroring from Android and Windows 8 and 10.  If you've just started using Roku, or just want to become a power user, here are several tips and tricks that will get your value-packed strip humming at full throttle. Hand Ultra Before we begin, a simple but often overlooked first step is to increase your wireless speed. Although wired
connection to a home router is the best possible solution for streaming HD or Ultra HD content, it is not a solution for some rooms. In addition, only Roku Premiere+ and Roku Ultra (or the oldest Roku 3 and Roku XS) have an Ethernet port for wired connection to the router. The cheapest models in the Roku line rely only on wireless b/ g / n / ac compatibility to play streaming video
and audio content. If you purchased a router at any time in the last two years, it is probably more than up to the task of streaming full-HD video. But the 4K Ultra HD, supported by the latest Roku models, probably doesn't charge as well. If this is your home, consider upgrading to a router that can support the latest Wi-Fi flavor: 802.11 AC. It offers faster speeds than 802.11 n and it
is also stronger in terms of maintaining a strong link. Check out our router feedback, including portal, Digital Trends's Editor's Choice. You might want to check your ISP for bandwidth available under the current plan— 4K content is recommended for 25 Mbps or faster. A third-party verification tool, SpeedTest.net, provides good metrics to use before you decide to upgrade to a
more expensive option. Separate from the public channels listed in the Roku Channel Store, there is a collection of private channels that simply have not been officially approved by Roku. Private channels can be from applications developed by those who do not wish to go through the approval process to applications that are still Stage. Most of these applications are free, but there
are some private channels that require premium subscriptions or purchases. Several resources to find these hidden channels, including: rokuchannels.tv and mkvXStream. To add a private channel to your hand-held device, log in to Roku and search the Add private channel link in the account profile menu. Just enter the passcode and the channel will be added to your Roku
devices. For reviews of private channels, check out Streamfree.tv as well as RokuGuide.com. One of our favorites is the selection of curator content found in Nowhere.TV. Keep in mind that private channels are not supported by Roku officially, so buggy performance can occur during operation. With the latest version of Roku software, you can put your entire smartphone, tablet, or
computer screen on your TV. Although this feature isn't yet supported on iOS or MacOS, it's a great way to get around services you can't find in the Roku Channel Store (both public and private) unless you have an app on your device. Just enable screen mirroring in the hand settings menu, and then select a hand device from your smartphone or tablet from the Settings &gt;
Screen &gt; Casting menu. If you have a bevy of video content on a personal laptop or desktop computer, explore adding Plex Media Server to your computer or NAS, as well as the official Plex application (channel) from roku channel store. Plex Media Server will index all your movies, music and photos on your computer and (using Plex Roku Channel) give you an easy way to
browse and play these files on your TV. It's like setting up your own private Netflix. Although Plex software can automatically transcode video formats that are not supported by Roku hardware, it is best to use video formats such as MP4 and MOV to get the fastest streaming experience. Using a free, open source solution like Handbrake is probably the easiest solution to convert
video files into these streaming-friendly formats. In addition to streaming video files stored on your home network, Plex software also allows you to continue to access some private channels that were closed or removed for any reason. For example, a few years ago there was a gap between HGTV eliminating its private Roku channel and releasing its official version. At this time,
you could still access HGTV video through HGTV channel Plex. While the interface can be a little complicated at times, the ability to continue watching that content is invaluable for cord cutters. Available for free on iOS and Android devices, the official Roku app gives you many options including: full remote control over any Roku in your home; The ability to browse, add, and
delete channels from your account and the ability to stream music, videos, and photos in your Music fans will appreciate the ability to shuffle songs as well as the ability to create playlists within the application. For your photos, you can adjust the transition style and adjust the speed of your photo slide show, and stream a specific song from your mobile device during a slide show.
Voice Search, previously only available to Roku 3 or Roku Ultra users using the included wireless remote control, is now available to all Roku users via the app. This is a great way to avoid hunting and touching methods for entering text. But perhaps the coolest addition to the Roku app is Private Listening. This feature, supported by all the latest Roku hardware, lets you listen to
what content your Roku has with headphones connected to your phone or tablet. It's also smart enough to know when you unplug the headphones by turning the volume back to the TV accordingly. The handheld remote control has a handy instant replay (or skip back) feature that lets you rewind a video for 10 seconds each time you use it. But really useful for instant playback —
one that helps you figure out a muddy dialog or thick accents — turn on the closed signing for instant playback, which can be done in the signature mode setting of your Roku. Although Roku does not have universal parental controls, users have the option to limit certain activities using a four-digit PIN. After you log on to the user account on the Roku site, you can select a custom
four-digit PIN from the menu. In addition, you can choose to specifically request a PIN before authoring a purchase or even before installing any free application on your device. With this PIN, parents can avoid situations where a child may unconsciously buy games, such as angry birds, or you don't know Jack. This applies only when you try to add channels or games from a hand-
held device. Users can still add public and private channels through a web portal without entering a PIN. Although Roku hardware has internal flash channel apps to install, if you own Roku Premiere+ or Roku Ultra (or the oldest Roku XS or Roku 3), the back of these units has a small MicroSD port that greatly expands storage capacity. If you install tons of channels and games on
your hand device, using a MicroSD card will help you avoid reinstalling apps from internal flash storage. Without a MicroSD card, this process can significantly slow down the application launch process. It is important to note that the MicroSD slot cannot be used to store video files or other content. When the card is installed on Roku hardware, the flash card is automatically
formatted in preparation for the apps installed in the hand channel store. If the card is removed for some reason, you will need to install all applications again when the card is Roku specifically recommends using a MicroSD card with at least 2GB of memory and a Class 2 rating. Anyone who is unfamiliar with the ratings for the memory card class is measured to access it from the
card. For example, a Class 4 MicroSD card can transfer data about 4 MB/s, but a Class 10 MicroSD card can transfer data up to 20 MB/sec. Class 10 MicroSD cards in the 16GB range can be purchased on Amazon for as little as $6-7. If you're having problems, such as stuttering HD streaming over a wireless network, there are several hidden menus that you can access using
button-pressing combinations on the remote control. For video stuttering problems, quality settings menus may be the answer. Access this particular menu by pressing the Start button five times, the re-untying button three times, and the Tenge Button twice with about half a half of each button pressing. In the upper-right corner, look for a menu option for playback debugging, and
enable it. When the video is loaded in most applications, the overlay image will appear before the video starts and notifies the user of the connection speed. This will give you an idea of how strong the Wi-Fi signal is near your hands. In the same bit rate override menu, you can choose the minimum bit rate to play the video, assuming it is supported by a Wi-Fi connection and
internet speed. By default, Roku will choose the best available bit rate. Finally, be sure to attract a My Feed service that can be accessed from the main menu of your Roku. This gives you a way to identify movies you're interested in watching, even if they aren't available in any Roku channels at present. My Feed will keep tabs on the movie you get, alerting you as soon as it is
available, as well as every time its pricing changes – very handy for Netflix subscribers. It is the perfect universal search function companion. Be sure to check out the Roku Channel Store every few months to search for new apps. You can also view the official Roku blog content suggestions, as well as notifications of new channels, new versions of the app and Roku software
itself, and of course the review hardware. Editor recommendation suggestions
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